Minutes 8 Dec 2017

Meeting Goals:
1) Look at foundations of knowledge and methods of inquiry - feedback
   -common features of existing classes
2) Program goals and curriculum map (learning goals) - create alignment
   learning goals - for new classes (to start work on curriculog)

Foundations Requirements
-Changed second course content/delivery item (number 6) to “active/hands-on learning
  techniques, exposure to primary sources in the discipline, and/or analytical writing assignments”
  -Approved

Program Goals - I/R/D
-Learning Goal 1 - delete middle clause
-Learning Goal 2 - change to “Demonstrate quantitative literacy and the ability to solve problems
  in a wide array of contexts.”
-Learning Goal 3 - change to “Demonstrate the ability to create and communicate analytic
  arguments supported by evidence.”
-Learning Goal 6 - get rid of “demeanor”

Math Department- ongoing issues
-Honors calc both semesters; conceptual tour of math; honors business stats; honors stats

Need to create syllabi for Curriculum Committee - Rachel (ethics) and Trisha (social justice)
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